Walk on Your Wild Side

TASB Special Education Solutions
Members’ Conference
April 11-12, 2019

This information is provided for educational purposes only to facilitate a general understanding of the law or other regulatory matter. This information is neither an exhaustive treatment on the subject nor is this intended to substitute for the advice of an attorney or other professional advisor. Consult with your attorney or professional advisor to apply these principles to specific fact situations.
Agenda

• Day 1 (April 11, 2019 afternoon only)
  • Lunch
  • Welcome/Introductions
  • Getting to Know Wild Members
  • Navigate the Jungle with Care
  • Break
  • Eyes Wide Open – “Speed” Training
  • Closing Remarks/Survey
  • Dinner
TASB Special Education Solutions Team Members

Dr. Karlyn Keller

Dr. Ehrikka Hodge

Laurie Woodel
The Hunt for the Wild

#TASBSpedConf

#TASBSpedConf
Today’s expectations:

✓ Have fun learning and getting tickets
✓ Embrace your wild side of SHARS
✓ Document, document, document on Twitter or Facebook #TASBSpedConf
Welcome to the Jungle
Navigating the Jungle with Care

Angela Foote, Texas Education Agency

The information in this presentation may include the intellectual property of third parties.
Eyes Wide Open – Danger Ahead – “Speed” Training and Scavenger Hunt
Multi-tasking at its finest!

✔ Elite training at each table. Review your WILD Guide and visit each table for 15 minutes – 6 activities

✔ Scavenger hunt
Closing Remarks

Dr. Karlyn Keller, TASB Special Education Solutions
Preparing for an audit

Thinking Through a School-Based Services Program Audit: The Ten P’s of Audit Preparation

- Prepare
- Precise
- Plan
- Predict
- Past
- Partner
- Polished
- Perform
- Patient
- Protest
Reflecting on the afternoon...

- Preparing for a compliant programs
- Focusing on audit preparation
- Expanding and sharing our knowledge about SHARS
- Growing our thought base related to Third Party Liability
- Developing our ability to determine medical from educational
- Getting to know each other, develop connections
- **Starting our walk on the wild side together**
It’s time....
*Extra ticket giveaway - Survey can be found here: https://tinyurl.com/SMART2019Pre

6:30 pm Dinner at Estancia Churrascaria, 10000 Research Blvd, Suite B, Austin, TX 78759

We start bright and early tomorrow – 9 am
Thank you!
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